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Appendix	B:	Auto-ethnographic	Studies	The	search	for	these	dissertations	differs	from	that	in	Appendix	A	because	“auto-ethnography”	or	“native	ethnography”	and	variants	are	substituted.	All	13	of	these	dissertations,	which	go	back	in	time	to	2005,	are	included.		
	Wagg,	Andrew.	2017.	Keele,	Social	Sciences	(General).	a	partly	autoethnographic	study	of	“different	entrepreneurs”…	“examine[s]	the	effects	of	cognitions,	motivations,	and	self-efficacy	on	organizational	change”	–	individual	and	thematic.	Fixsen,	Alison	Marie.	2017.	Westminster,	Personal	and	Professional	Development	in	Education.	“staff	learning	and	development	programs”	in	a	university	that	promote	“self-entrepreneurial	activities,	self-care,	and	self-examination”	–	organizational	and	common	activities.	Dauncey,	Alexander	James.	2016.	Prifysgol	Bangor,	Natural	Resources	and	Geography.	Retrospective	study	of	“policy	entrepreneurs”	for	UK	forestry,	utilizing	“personal	autoethnographic	witness	from	a	complete	member	researcher,”	focusing	on	“the	mindsets	and	frames	of	[the	earlier]	times…	[and]	powerful	institutional	inertia”	–	sectoral	and	thematic.	Henderson,	Nathalie	Means.	2015.	Missouri	–	St.	Louis,	Education.	On	how	“EE	[Educational	Entrepreneurship]	policies	harm	Black	students,	families	and	educators”	-	sectoral	and	individual	(reflections	on	personal	experience).	Arzberger,	Jennifer	E.	2015,	Denver,	Education.	“an	educator’s	journey	in	developing	an	economically	integrated,	urban	Expeditionary	Learning	charter	school…	traversing	the	years	prior	to	opening	the	school…	[invoking]	personal	experiences”	–	new	venture,	organizational,	
sectoral	(the	network	of	Expeditionary	Learning	schools);	(retrospective,	e.g.	p.	36).	James,	Juli.	2015.	Glamorgan,	Marketing.	within	a	“high	technology	based	small	business,”	an	“autoenthographic	narrative…	positioned	in	three	phases	to	show	the	progression	from	no	formal	marketing	marketing	to	administrative	marketing	methods	through	to	innovative	and	entrepreneurial	marketing	strategies	and	techniques”	–	organizational	and	thematic.	Musgrave,	George.	2014.	East	Anglia,	Language	and	Communication	Studies.	“competition	in	UK	urban	music,”	partly	autoethnographic;	on	“cultural	intermediaries”	-	thematic	and	sectoral.	Triplett,	Indigo	Debra.	2014.	Benedictine,	Values-Based	Leadership.	On	“my	journal	of	leading	with	bipolar	disorder	in	an	entrepreneurial	organization”	as	CEO	of	an	Inc.	500	fastest-growing	companies	for	2012	and	2013.	New	ventures	and	organizational	and	individual.	Whelan,	Timothy	Charles.	2011.	Surrey,	Management.	Includes	(Chapter	
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5)	“a	longitudinal	autoethnography	[on]	an	environment	in	which	poor	leader	behaviour	precipitated	poor	leader-subordinate	relationships	and	a	reduced	willingness	to	implement	ideas,	whilst	good	leader	behaviour	was	associated	with	more	positive	attitudes	by	subordinates	and	a	willingness	to	take	risks	and	implement	ideas”	–	organizational	and	
thematic.	Alexander,	Amanda	S.	2010.	Ohio	State,	Art	Education.	“considers	the	collaborative	process	developed	with	the	Colors	and	Creations	cooperative	of	artists	in	Cajamarca,	Peru,”	including	consideration	of	“entrepreneurs”	and	“business(wo)men;”	“issues	[covered	include]	trust	within	the	group	[and]	international	economic	policy	issues	(dis)serving	the	development	of	direct	trade	with	artists”	-	organizational	and	
thematic.	Malone,	Stephen	A.	2009.	Lancaster,	Management.	Studies	personal	business	advisors	(PBAs)	to	small	firm,	drawing	in	part	on	auto-ethnographic	consideration	of	the	author’s	past	experience	as	a	PBA.	Key	concepts	include	relationship-building	and	sensemaking	–	sector	and	
thematic.	Ryan,	John	Edwin	Holston.	2007.	Warwick,	Management.	The	author	was	one	of	two	founders	of	a	“social	entrepreneurial	new	venture;”	the	study	“explores	the	relationship	between	the	two	entrepreneurs.	…	their	relationships	with	their	network	partners	[and]	their	shared	mission-related	values”	–	new	ventures,	organizational,	and	thematic.	Karra,	Neri.	2005.	Cambridge,	Management.	An	auto-ethnographic	study	of	“an	international	fashion	firm	that	was	born	global…	highlighting	the	critical	role	of	the	domestic	and	foreign	market	environment,	as	well	as	existing	opportunities	in	the	market”	–	new	ventures,	organizational	and	thematic.			Not	counted:	Wolfe,	Maria	Loukianenko.	2008.	Iowa	State,	Rhetoric	and	Professional	Communication.	This	is	depicted	as	an	auto-ethnography,	but	it	is	better	described	as	a	reflexive	ethnography	with	full	membership	in	the	author’s	past	experience,	which	was	not	that	of	the	main	protagonist.		
